The good time-frequency localization and layered space structure make the wavelet more and more widely adopted in fields of the numerical analysis and image processing. Multiwavelet has the feature of orthogonality, symmetry, compact support and high vanishing moment etc. However, in actual multiwavelet transformation, the wavelet must be pre-filtered, and such process may destroy important properties of multiwavelet. In order to make up for this defect, the balanced multiwavelet is introduced, and such multiwavelet shows a good application prospect in the image signal processing. This paper discusses some excellent properties of multiwavelet, by combining equivalent conditions between the multiwavelet's approximation and balance, and puts forward a constructed biorthogonal balanced multiwavelet method which is adapted to the image lossy compression experiment. The experimental results show that the constructed multiwavelet has a better effect in image compression. The improvement of the image compression ratio is verified through simulation experiment. Results show that to improve the algorithm can achieve the desired purpose, also has high efficiency and achieve a better compression performance at the same time.
INTRODUCTION
As the media and means of transmitting information, the image is very important, but the very large data amount of image makes the storage cost very high, especially the multimedia communication needs under the network environment nowadays cannot be met, and the image coding theory is more and more widely concerned develops rapidly. Image compression is, on the premise of no significant distortion, to transform the image bitmap information into another expression form which can reduce the data amount, which is referred to as the image coding (Ray-I and Chung, 2015) . In essence, the image compression is to conduct a transformation combination by a rule on the image source data to be processed, so as to achieve the goal of expressing the data information as much as possible with as little code as possible. Image compression is realized by coding, and because there is redundancy in the image information, so the image compression can be achieved by removing redundant information. Wavelet analysis has good localization property in the time domain as well as in the frequency domain. In recent years, the wavelet transformation has been widely used in the field of image processing. Especially in new standard applications, the wavelet transformation has already been adopted to replace the traditional DCT transformation (Basar and Ziya, et al., 2015) .
Wavelet transformation is another landmark development succeeding Fourier transformation proposed by Frenchmen Fourier in the 1822. As a new mathematical tool, with the time-frequency localization, the wavelet transformation is variable in the frequency and location, which is very suitable to analyze the non-stationary signal. Due to the successful application of the wavelet, mathematical analysis and the signal processing field introduce many structural wavelet approaches. Ascension format proposed by WimSweldens is one wavelet construction method. Ascension format constructs the wavelet from the view of time domain, and its basic idea is to construct wavelet filter through the limited forecast and update, which is a very flexible tool to construct the wavelet decomposition (Jia, 2013) . Multiwavelet is a natural promotion of unit-wavelet. In order to make up for the inadequacy of unit-wavelet, researchers extend the single scaling function of the unit-wavelet into multiple scaling functions to generate multi-resolution analysis space, so as to gain greater degrees of freedom and perfectly combine the orthogonality, symmetry, and compact support to form the multiwavelet. So as to speak, the multiwavelet not only inherits the advantages of unit-wavelet--good localization in the time domain and frequency domain, but also overcomes the drawback of unit-wavelet does not have the orthogonality, symmetry and compact support at the same time. In image processing, its compact support performance greatly reduces the amount of calculation in deal with the problem, the orthogonal performance maintains the energy, and the symmetry (linear phase) is not only suitable for the human eye vision system, but makes the signal easy to be processed at the border (Fatemeh and Shyamala et al., 2013) . The reason why multiwavelet has attracted much attention lies in that the multiwavelet has these characteristics. But at the current stage, multiwavelet is not perfect, because the multiwavelet construction is quite complicated without general construction formula. As research continues, more and more multiwavelets of excellent nature gradually enter into the human's sight, and its application effect has reached and even exceeded ordinary unit-wavelet level. Based on the reference to the perfect reconstruction filter idea, filters used to decompose and reconstruct the image signals are various in requirements, thus achieving a biorthogonal structure and biorthogonal wavelet transformation system. With the linear phase, the biorthogonal wavelet filter can be symmetric (Ratikanta and Mani, 2013) . This paper first analyzes the image compression coding, and then introduces the multi-resolution analysis of wavelet function, and based on this, then puts forward the method to construct biorthogonal balanced multiwavelet analysis and expounds existing characteristics of such algorithm in reconstructing image and encoding the output stream, and describes the algorithm framework and processes. Finally, the simulation experiment is adopted to verify the effectiveness of such algorithm.
IMAGE COMPRESSION
There is some certain redundancy among image data, thus making the data compression possible. The ideal standard of the image compression is the minimum information loss and the largest compression ratio. The data is treated as the combination of information and redundancy. The compression without any loss of the image quality is called the lossless compression, and the lossless compression cannot achieve high compression ratio; the compression losing the image quality is known as the lossy compression. High compression ratio is at the expense of the image quality losing. The realization of the compression is to encode the image again, in the hope of representing the image with less data (Pascal and Christian, et al., 2015) .
Any information has redundancy, and the redundancy is resulted from the large correlation among each pixel of one image. The information redundancy has many kinds, such as the spatial redundancy, time redundancy, structural redundancy, knowledge redundancy and visual redundancy etc. Some coding methods can be adopted to remove such redundancy, so as to achieve the purpose of reducing redundant compressed data. The data compression is to reduce such redundancy in essence. The main method of efficient coding is to remove redundant components in the image as far as possible, so as to realize the goal of containing the largest image information with the smallest code element. In order to remove the redundancy in the data, it is usual to consider the statistical properties of signal source or set up the statistical model of the signal source (Abir and Dhiya, 2015) . The redundancy size is connected with the emergence probability or uncertainty of each symbol. On the basis of the information theory, suppose there is one memoryless information source A which produces
and the probability such message is known, which is recorded as
N , then the information amount is:
From above, it can be seen that the least possible to appear the message is, the greater its contribution to the information is. That is, the smaller the possibility of a message appears is, the more the information amount is, and the greater the chance of message appears is, the less the information amount is.
The average information amount of the information source is known as "entropy", namely:
When the above formula takes the logarithm with 2 as the base, and the unit is bit:
Using high-order entropy is surely to acquire higher compression ratio by making use of the correlation between pixels. Suppose K  is the length of K C in terms of number k codon of the digital image (the digit of binary code), and its corresponding probability of appearance is K P , then the average length R of the codon endowed by such digital image is:
In general, the coding efficiency is often expressed in the following simple formula:
In which, H is the information source entropy, and R the average codon length. Predictive coding is realized by eliminating the redundancy of the proximate pixels in space and time, and it not only extracts the new information of each pixel, but encodes by replacing the original image. New information equals to the actual value minus the predicted value, i.e. the predictive error (Siraj, 2015; Mario and Hermilo, 2015) . We can inferˆ( ) ( ) n n n n n n n n n n n f f f f e f f e e e q               , when 0 n q  , the predictive coding will not be damaged, and when 0 n q  , the predictive coding will be damaged.
SELF-ADAPTIVE ANALYSIS OF WAVELET FUNCTION

Multi-resolution Analysis of Wavelet Function
Wavelet has the shock form with alternate positive and negative amplitude, when compared with the Fourier transform, the Wavelet transform is the localization analysis of the time (space) frequency, and the multi-scale refinement is processed gradually towards the signal (function) through the telescopic translation operation, thus ultimately achieving the time subdivision in terms of the high frequency and the frequency subdivision in terms of the low frequency. Then it can automatically adapt to the requirement of time-frequency signal analysis, so as to focus on any detail of the signal, thus solving the difficult problem of Fourier transform (Snehamoy and Roussos, 2012).
is one multi-resolution analysis of   2 LR space, then there exists one exclusive function In the formula (6), the coefficient The above Figure 2 shows that the window size of the wavelet function is variable. For the high frequency signal, the duration is short, and under small scale, the time window becomes narrower and the frequency window becomes wider, thus being advantageous to describe the signal details, for low frequency signal, the duration is long, and under the large scale, the time window becomes wider and the frequency window becomes narrower, thus being advantageous to describe the overall status of the signal. Due to such very variable characteristic of the time-frequency window, it is possible for the wavelet transform to represent all kinds of signals of different frequency components, especially signals with the mutation features (Kerstin and Friedemann, et al., 2012) .
For wavelet packet, in addition to the discrete scale and discrete translation, a frequency parameter is also added. Due to the function of such very frequency parameter, it is possible for the wavelet packet to overcome the weakness of poor frequency resolution when the wavelet time resolution is high.
Take wavelet () t  as one window function, and understand the time-frequency localization ability by using the time-frequency window. In which, ||  stands for the modulus operation, || ||  stands for the norm within the space, within 2 () LR, the norm
Suppose the wavelet generating function () t  has finite support, i.e. the section in which the wavelet function energy focuses, then name
as the time-window center, name
as the time-window radius, name
as the frequency-window center, name
as the frequency-window radius. For the orthogonal wavelet packet, only the real coefficient filter is considered generally.
In order to be easy to represent the wavelet packet function, the following new marks are introduced: 
The function , 0,1, 2, n µ n  recurred and defined is named as the wavelet packet determined by the orthogonal scaling function 0 µ   .
Biorthogonal Multiwavelet Analysis Structure
Biorthogonal wavelet can have a combination of compact support, high vanishing moment and symmetry. The ascension format is one biorthogonal wavelet structure method completely based on the time domain. When compared with the spectral decomposition method, the ascension format has fixed wavelet structure formula (Orazgeldi and Karl, et al., 2013 
In which, ""  is the direct sum operation. The above Figure 3 and 4 is recovered reconstruction images under different compression ratios, from the above Figures, it can be seen clearly that after using the new algorithm, under the same bit rate, the quality of the reconstructed image is highly enhanced. The following Table 1 and 2 will show the algorithm's comparison results in terms of the experimental data, namely, compression ratio and bit rate of these two test images, and PSNR of reconstructed image, and the mean square error (MSE). By analyzing the above results, it can be seen that, whether from the subjective quality of reconstructed image, or objective parameters, image compression algorithm based on biorthogonal balanced multi-wavelet not only improves the subjective image quality, and by this algorithm, the defect of coding redundancy resulted from the wavelet analysis is improved, but also, the image is more in line with the human's subjective feeling by adopting the image quality index with better subjective effect.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses some excellent properties of multiwavelet, puts forward one method in constructing biorthogonal balanced multiwavelet with the ascension format and also adopts such method in the image compression. The wavelet function in biorthogonal wavelet transformation can have different compact support lengths and vanishing moments. Such biorthogonal balanced multiwavelet is also applied to the image lossless compression experiment in this paper. The experimental results show that the constructed multiwavelet has a better effect in image compression, which can obtain higher data compression ratio and more efficient image signal reconstruction.
